
A New Approach to EM of Helical A New Approach to EM of Helical 
Polymers Yields New InsightsPolymers Yields New Insights

Helical polymers are ubiquitous in biologyHelical polymers are ubiquitous in biology
ActinActin, microtubules, intermediate filaments, thick filaments, , microtubules, intermediate filaments, thick filaments, 
viruses, viruses, bacteriophagebacteriophage, flagella, , flagella, pilipili, , RecARecA, Rad51…, Rad51…

Helical objects were the first to be reconstructed in Helical objects were the first to be reconstructed in 
3D in the EM3D in the EM

DeRosierDeRosier & & KlugKlug (1968), tail of (1968), tail of bacteriophagebacteriophage T4T4
Many advances since thenMany advances since then

Structure of one natural helical polymer (bacterial Structure of one natural helical polymer (bacterial flagellarflagellar
filament) determined at near atomic resolution (filament) determined at near atomic resolution (YonekuraYonekura et et 
alal., 2003) ., 2003) 
Membrane proteins have been induced to form Membrane proteins have been induced to form in vitroin vitro helical helical 
tubes for high resolution structural studiestubes for high resolution structural studies



Some definitionsSome definitions
What is helical symmetry? A screw operation involves a coupled What is helical symmetry? A screw operation involves a coupled 
rotation and axial translation. Some terminology:rotation and axial translation. Some terminology:

axial rise is axial rise is ΔΔzz
rotation is rotation is ΔϕΔϕ
helical repeat (c) is the translation along the axis needed to helical repeat (c) is the translation along the axis needed to 
bring one subunit into exact superposition with another bring one subunit into exact superposition with another 
subunitsubunit
for an integer number of subunits/turn, or units/turn (for an integer number of subunits/turn, or units/turn (u/tu/t), ), 
repeat is given byrepeat is given by

u * u * ΔΔz = cz = c
in a crystal, the only allowed helical symmetries involve 2, 3, in a crystal, the only allowed helical symmetries involve 2, 3, 
4 or 6 subunits/turn4 or 6 subunits/turn
outside of a crystal, there is no reason for any helix to have outside of a crystal, there is no reason for any helix to have 
an integer number of an integer number of u/tu/t!!
outside of a crystal, there is no space group maintaining longoutside of a crystal, there is no space group maintaining long--
range order. So cannot have true 1D crystalrange order. So cannot have true 1D crystal



Problems with definition of helical repeatProblems with definition of helical repeat

Very small changes in symmetry can lead to Very small changes in symmetry can lead to 
very large changes in the very large changes in the ““repeatrepeat””

Example of Example of actinactin: : ““u/tu/t = 13/6= 13/6””, c=355 , c=355 ÅÅ, , 
ΔϕΔϕ=166.1538=166.1538ºº

but but ΔΔ((ΔϕΔϕ)=0.128)=0.128ºº, , ΔϕΔϕ=166.2818=166.2818ºº, , 
u/tu/t=1299/600, c=35,463 =1299/600, c=35,463 ÅÅ!!



In simplest case:In simplest case:

Each layer line contains a single Bessel Each layer line contains a single Bessel 
functionfunction
“indexing” pattern requires determining “indexing” pattern requires determining 
Bessel function order for only two layer linesBessel function order for only two layer lines
3D reconstruction can then be made by 3D reconstruction can then be made by 
FourierFourier--Bessel inversionBessel inversion
If a polymer is highly ordered, homogeneous, If a polymer is highly ordered, homogeneous, 
does not have Bessel overlap, Fourierdoes not have Bessel overlap, Fourier--Bessel Bessel 
methods work very wellmethods work very well



But Most Helical Polymers Have Been But Most Helical Polymers Have Been 
Refractory to High Resolution EM Studies!Refractory to High Resolution EM Studies!

Disorder or variabilityDisorder or variability
HeterogeneityHeterogeneity

(it is much greater than has been (it is much greater than has been 
assumed!)assumed!)

Weak ScatteringWeak Scattering
Bessel OverlapBessel Overlap



and ~ 20 other papers published or in pressand ~ 20 other papers published or in press

New method: Iterative Helical Real Space ReconstructionNew method: Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction



Helically symmetric
3D volume

90 reference projections

In-plane rotation,
x-shift, y-shift 

parameters

Aligned, rotated images; 
azimuthal angular assignments

Asymmetric 3D volume

Δφ, Δz
(helical parameters)

set of raw images
(thousands of segments from 

helical filaments)

multi-reference
alignment

back projection

determine helical symmetry by
least squares fit

impose helical symmetry
rotate azimuthally by 4° increment,

project onto 2D image

0°    4°    8°   12°  16°  20°  24° 28°  32°... 

Egelman (2000), Ultramicroscopy 85, 225-234

Iterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction cycleIterative Helical Real Space Reconstruction cycle



Algorithm is “robust” in that it is Algorithm is “robust” in that it is 
independent of starting modelindependent of starting model



Disorder can be enormousDisorder can be enormous

Dynamin-lipid tubes
Chen et al., Nature SMB (2004)

RecA-DNA filaments
VanLoock et al., JMB (2003)



Myosin thick filament has been almost intractableMyosin thick filament has been almost intractable

““The helical symmetry is such that, on a given layerThe helical symmetry is such that, on a given layer--
line, Bessel function contributions of different orders line, Bessel function contributions of different orders 
start to overlap at fairly low resolution and must start to overlap at fairly low resolution and must 
therefore be separated computationally  by therefore be separated computationally  by 
combining data from different views”combining data from different views”



WoodheadWoodhead et al.et al., Nature 436, 1195, Nature 436, 1195--1199 (2005)1199 (2005)

Problem nonProblem non--existent using IHRSRexistent using IHRSR



WoodheadWoodhead et al.et al., Nature 436, 1195, Nature 436, 1195--1199 (2005)1199 (2005)

Resolution sufficient to fit atomic modelResolution sufficient to fit atomic model



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

Daniell et al., Mol. Micro. (2003)



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

3.6                           4.4                           5.6



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

Such behavior is a Such behavior is a prima facieprima facie argument for heterogeneity!argument for heterogeneity!



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

Most variation determined to be due to variable axial riseMost variation determined to be due to variable axial rise
… but is this sorting valid? Is there a reality check?… but is this sorting valid? Is there a reality check?



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

Power spectra show change in axial rise, no change in twistPower spectra show change in axial rise, no change in twist



EspAEspA: heterogeneity in axial rise: heterogeneity in axial rise

Grey: 5.3 Å   Yellow: 4.2 Å Right-handed 6-start Left-handed 5-start



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

What happens in the central bin?What happens in the central bin?



EspAEspA of of EnteropathogenicEnteropathogenic E. coliE. coli

central bin (~ 4.6 Å) shows no major variability in rise, twist,central bin (~ 4.6 Å) shows no major variability in rise, twist,
but can separate out two states of connectivity around lumen!but can separate out two states of connectivity around lumen!



Bacterial Bacterial pilipili: example of even more weakly scattering objects: example of even more weakly scattering objects



Unambiguous fit of Unambiguous fit of monomericmonomeric crystal subunit crystal subunit 
from from NeisseriaNeisseria gonorrhoeaegonorrhoeae



Very weak scattering is Very weak scattering is 
no longer a problem!no longer a problem!



Filamentous Filamentous bacteriophagebacteriophage (M13/fd)(M13/fd)
Model systems in Model systems in 
understanding:understanding:

DNA packagingDNA packaging
Assembly of a Assembly of a 
protein polymer protein polymer 
from a small from a small 
integral integral 
membrane membrane 
proteinprotein

Important in Important in 
cloning, phage cloning, phage 
display, etc.display, etc.

Such polymorphism should not be 
surprising, given that 41/50 residues 
can be mutated to Ala and the subunit 
still co-assembles almost as efficiently 
as wt! (Roth et al., JMB 322,357-67, 
2002)



Filamentous Filamentous bacteriophagebacteriophage fdfd

1/(7 Å)



EM reconstruction EM reconstruction 
cannot be reconciled cannot be reconciled 
with existing modelswith existing models

Cyan: Solid State NMR Model,
Zeri et al., PNAS (2003) -
“…calculation of the three-
dimensional structure of the 
protein from orientational
restraints with an accuracy 
equivalent to an rms deviation of 
approximately 1 Å”

Red: X-ray fiber diffraction 
(refined against NMR data), 
Marvin et al., JMB (2006) –
“Here we show that 
reinterpreted NMR data are also 
consistent with the model 
derived from X-ray fibre
diffraction studies…”



Conclusions IConclusions I

Outside of a crystal, there is nothing to Outside of a crystal, there is nothing to 
maintain longmaintain long--range order in a macromolecular range order in a macromolecular 
assemblyassembly
Many helical protein polymers are more Many helical protein polymers are more 
polymorphic than assumedpolymorphic than assumed

Originally showed this for FOriginally showed this for F--actinactin and and RecARecA
Can now demonstrate similar polymorphisms in Can now demonstrate similar polymorphisms in 
bacteriophagebacteriophage fdfd, T3SS , T3SS EspAEspA, , dynamindynamin tubes, …tubes, …

Plasticity of proteinPlasticity of protein--protein interface in protein interface in 
these structures must reflect evolutionary these structures must reflect evolutionary 
selectionselection



Conclusions IIConclusions II

Polymorphism and heterogeneity not Polymorphism and heterogeneity not 
necessarily revealed by casual necessarily revealed by casual 
observation or global averagingobservation or global averaging
Bessel overlap occurs in many Bessel overlap occurs in many 
structures where it cannot be ignoredstructures where it cannot be ignored
In every instance, we can do better with In every instance, we can do better with 
the IHRSR approach than Fourierthe IHRSR approach than Fourier--
Bessel methodsBessel methods
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